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standards

014/32 Eu (AB) (2004/22 AT)

 and ts en 1359
Natural Gas Meter Test Machine, can perform flow control test of 6 or 12 
gas meters at the same time, compliance with 2014/32 EU (AB) (2004/22 
AT) and TS EN 1359 Standarts for flowmeter calibration of natural gas. 
The machine allows you to determine in case of blockage in gas meter or 
pressure loss more than specified in the standard.
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' The machine works with sonic 
noozle system.
' It's mesuarement reliability is 
high because of Mach > 1.
' Butique production that can 
made 3,6 and 12 line for G16, G10, 
G6 and G2,5 gas meters.
' It can test 12 gas meter at the 
same time.
' Outside temperature measuring 
sensibility of it is ± 0,1 °C.
' Duct air temperature measuring 
sensibility is ± 0,1 °C
' Gas meter pressure difference 
accuracy is high as %0,25.
' Pressure difference can 

measured for all of gas meters.
' Test unit makes measurement 
error and pressure drop tests at 
Qmax, 0.2Qmax, 0.1Qmax and 
Qmin flow points after that it can 
report their results.
' Gas meters can fixed on test 
unit, one by one.
' At least 6 gas meters or at least 
12 gas meters should fixed on unit 
every test.
' Gas meters fixing distance can 
adjusted between 110- 130 mm.
' References of test unit is sonic 
nozzle.
' DN20-25-32 gas meter 
connectors will give with test unit.
' In accordance with PTB band 
29, Temperature meters provides 
0,05K resolution and %0,1K (k=2 
%95) uncertainty value.
' In accordance with PTB band 29, 
pressure gauges provide 0,1mbar 
resolution and %0,3mbar(k=2 
%95) uncertainty value.
' Definition of unlimited number 
of gas meters (Flow, flow rate, 

 al gas meter
 calıbratıon tester
TECHNICAL 
spECIfICATIoNs
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error limit, pressure drop, etc.. )
' English and Turkish software 
suitable for testing and 
reporting
' Reworking of calibration 
value on software
' SQL based data saving 
structure
' Instant value monitoring 
during testing (flow, 
temperature, pressure, etc.)

sPecıal sonıc nozzles
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technical ıdentity: 
· Special %100 domestic manufactured 
sonic nozzles. 
· Simultaneously  1 to 12 meters are to 
be test allowing.
· Automatic leak test.

usage ıdentity:
Database management, system 
network.

www.alarge .com.tr
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comPlıant standarts
' Measurement ant Measurement Tools Inspection Regulation
' 2014/32 EU (AB) MID Measurement Tools Inspection Regulation
' TS EN 1359- Gas meters with Diaphragm
' OIML R137 Gas meters
' PTB Band V29 Test Instructions Measuring Devices for Gas
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